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Assembly to Fete
"The Bright Ones'

invitations
GETTING LICKED are approximately 6,000preparation
in
parents
and
students
their
high
school
to
for S.U.s University Day, May 4. The event is designed
to give interested students an opportunity to become
acquainted with the possibilities at S.U. Workers on student committee are (from 1.) Terry Smith; Nancy Flannery; Dan Leahy, general chairman; Timmie Ruef, invi-

tations chairman; Bart Irwin;Marilyn Dalton, secretary.

Speech Tourney Draws
20 Student Entrants
speech tournament

The first annual intra-school
sponsored by the S.U. Gavel Club will field 20 students
tomorrow competing for trophies in extemporaneous
speaking, oratory, interpreindividual events and at
tive reading and debate. of thep.m.
to winners of the
9:30
More students are antici- debate competition.
pated to sign up by tomorrow morning.
The tournament will be on the
second floor of the L.A. Bldg

Judges for the speech tournament will be Mr. Joseph Monda,
Bob Smith, Leo Penne and Joe
Deloy.

ALL STUDENTS are invited
sit in to hear the rounds
beginningat 9:30 a.m. Individual

Groups Tune Up
For 'Songfest'

to

rounds and times for each

event are, extemporaneous
speaking: first round,9:30 a.m.;
second round, 10:30 a.m.; third
round, 11:30 a.m. Interpretive
reading: first round, 12:30 p.m.;
second round, 2:30 p.m.; third
round, 4:30 p.m. Oratory: first
round, 1:30 p.m.; second round,
3:30 p.m.; third round, 5:30 p.m.

The first round of debate
scheduled for Friday night at
7:30 p.m. will pit Jack Kerry
and Jerry Baydo against Andrea
Bahlay and Ruth Polhemus;
Barry Wilcox and Bob Moscow
vs. Paul Bangasser and Shannon Caldwell. The second round
of semifinals is slated for 7 p.m.,
Saturday, followed by the 8:15
p.m. finals.

TROPHIES will be presented

at 7 p.m. Saturday to winners

A $25 prize is being offered
for the winnersof this year's
Songfest, which will be at 8
p.m. April 27, in Pigott Aud.
Competitors will be judged
in three divisions: men only,
women only and mixed
groups. The over-all winning
group will receive the Sweepstakes Trophy.
IN ORDER TO enter, participants must attend S.U. A
group must be comprised of
at least 10 entrants, and no
entrant may belong to more
than one group, according to
Dan Mahoney, Songfest coordinator.
To date, three groups have
entered: Sodality,Xavier Hall
and the election board.

The annual ASSU assembly
will be next Thursday, April 25,
at noon, in Pigott Aud.
After opening remarks by the
Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J.,
president of S.U., Dr. Robert
Larson, S.U. professor of sociology, will give a short address,
"Academic Excellence at S.U.—
How Do We Stand?"
Included in the assembly will
be the tapping of Alpha Sigma
Nu members, the presentation
of the St. Catherine's medal, the
introduction of the sophomore
woman with the highest g.p.a.
and the introduction of the AWS
girl of the year.
Honor roll students with a 4.0
g.p.a. also will be- recognized,
and debate trophies will be presented. Incoming ASSU andAWS
officers will take'their oaths of
office at this time.

Seniorsl
The deadline for ordering
caps and gowns for graduation is next Friday. The
Broadway Bookstore has announced that measurements
and orders will be taken
daily from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Announcements are also
available at the bookstore at
six for $1.

No. 43
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'Catholic Anarchist'
To Lead Discussion

Ammon Hennecy, a Christian radical who calls himself the "Catholic Anarchist," will present his views on
Christian facets of American life at the Saturday night
discussion tomorrow. The
talk, scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in
the Chieftain lounge, is sponsored by the Young Christian
Students.

AN AVOWED PACIFIST,Mr.
Hennecy does not believe in
taxes because revenue is used
to build up armaments. He also
believes in no government control over the people. For picketing such places as tax offices
and defense sites in support of
his views, Mr. Hennecy has
often been sent to jail. His present campaignis the abolishment

of capital punishment.
A convert to Catholicism,Mr.
Hennecy runs a House of Hospitality for beggars in Salt Lake
City, Utah. He receives no salary, lives in personal poverty
and begs for food. His House
of Hospitality is patterned after one in New York run by
Dorothy Day, editor of the Catholic Worker and also a convert,
who interested Mr. Hennecy in
Catholicism.
Mr. Hennecy spoke here last
year to the YCS.
The usual procedure for Saturday night discussions will be
followed. After introductory remarks by the speaker, there will
be general discussion.

Senior Women
To AttendBrunch

The senior brunch for gradu-

ating senior women is planned
for 12:30 p.m., Sunday, May 5,
in the Bellarmine Hall dining
room. The annual affair is
sponsored by AWS and planned
by the junior class women.

Mrs. Sarah Johnson, manager
of Bridal Activities at Frederick & Nelson, has been invited
to speak on "Planning a Wedding."

CO-CHAIRMEN FOR the
event are Mary Joan McGrath
and Mary Ann Boyle. Assisting
them are: Mary Edna Bangasser and Mary Carol Goodman,
invitations; Connie McDonough
and Dolores Reda, food; Carol
Ann Conroy and Mary Kay Owens, entertainment, and Kathy
Ermler and Gretchen Frederick,
arrangements.

Senior women who have not
received invitations and are
planning to attend the brunch
are asked to call LA 2-5590.

Joe Miller Named Man of Month

member of the judicial board,
named ASSU's Man of the activities board, Ski Club and
the Y.D.'s. He was co-chairman
Month for March.
the Homecoming display
of
The 21-year-old finance and which brought S.U.s chapter to
banking major from San Franchapters
three the top ten of A K Psiarranged
cisco was nominated by Club,
has
in
He
the
nation.
campus organizations, Ski
and tours for the busiAlpha Kappa Psi and Bellar- speakers
fraternity.
ness
mine Hall.
MILLER ALSO arranged ex"MILLER HAS cooperated pense-paid
trips to Hawaii for
with us to show his inevitable two A K Psi members and
leadership," commented Jim handled national publicity for
Bradley, ASSU president.
the trip.
Miller is president of Alpha
Each month's winner will reKappa Psi, vice president of the ceive a certificate naming him
A Phi O pledge class, 7th floor Man of the Month, according
Bellarmine representative, a to Bradley.
Joe Miller, junior, has been

JOE MILLER

Loyola Paper Denounces Notre Dame Censorship
...
By RANDY LUMPP

The forced resignation of
52 members of the Notre
Dame University Scholastic, student news magazine, caused another university
to leap to their aid last week.
The Loyola University News
has slashed at the administration of Notre Dame for suppression of the magazine. In a
front page editorial, the News
charged Notre Dame with having "blemished its claim to leadership in Catholic education
We protest the web of half-truth
and whole falsehoods out of
which Notre Dame wove its public statements on the matter,"
the editorial said.
The Loyola News editors also
registered their denunciation of
"the atmosphere of fear of expulsion in which outstanding
N.D. students had to live during
the controversy (the parents of
one of the editors were afraid
to talk about the matter on the
phone lest their son be expel-

...

led)."
THE CONTROVERSY at
Notre Dame began with a Schol-

astic editorial suggesting that
the president of the university,
Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, CSC,
be appointed chancellor of the
university and that a layman
be appointed president with corresponding powers. The reasons
given in the editorial were that
Fr. Hesburgh's long absences
from the school left the day-today operations cramped by an
inflexible policy since only the
president is able to make
changes.

The editorial was met by a
refusal by Fr. Hesburg to discuss the matter with the editors. He promptly left town and
the editors were presented with
a three-point policy which they
would have to follow or resign.

The editors accepted.
One of the points in the policy
was that every article intended
for the Scholastic must be presented to one of the magazine's
two moderators, Fr. Joseph

Hoffman, CSC,

for his approval.

There followed a number of alterations and deletions. According to the News, the "most

flagrant" was an editorial concerning the resignation of Notre

Dame's football coach. The edi- Bend, Ind., Tribune.
The other article was a humtorial was exchanged for the
official Notre Dame press re- orous satire on "spring riots."
lease without the editor's know- The university maintained that
the article would incite students
ledge.
THE UNIVERSITY then in- to riot. "This is pure nonsense,"
formed the Scholastic staff that the Loyola editors added. "The
it would have to cut the pro- university also later told the
posed 44-page issue down to 36 press that Fr. Hoffman had depages for budget reasons. The leted a humorous article about
Loyola paper pointed out that a university professor whose
the larger issue was within the name was changed but recog36-page weekly average previ- nizable. This is untrue. The
ously approved by the adminis- article had been removed earlier by the editors; no request
tration. The editors agreed.
was made by the univerThe next day they discovered
that two more articles had been sity."
THE EDITORS, along with
censored without their knowledge. One was a bill of rights Donald Costello, assistant proand also modwhich had been passed by the fessor of English
student senate. According to the erator of the Scholastic, asked
Loyola News' account, the uni- Fr. Hoffman for a clarification
versity later told the press that of rumors that the 1959 policy
was beit had not been approved. "An- regarding the magazine
other distortion of fact!" said ing resurrected. Fr. Hoffman
the Loyola News. Student body confirmed the rumor on the
president Kevin Hart had also basis of a directive sent to him
heard rumors that he would be by Fr. Hesburgh. the
moderaThis policy gives
expelled if the bill were published. The Loyola paper added tor complete pre-publication
opinions
that the bill of rights has since censorship over what
public
"deserving
hearNotre
are
of
a
published
on
the
been
The University policies
Dame campus and in the South ing

.. .

...

have been established by intelligent men after due con-

sideration ... the Scholastic
intended to be an
.outlet
. . isfornotstudent
evaluation of

the wisdom of the administration." The opinions expressed
should remain within those included in "the scope of student
government."
COSTELLO RESIGNED at
this point. The editors, however,
persisted. Fr. Hoffman then informed them that they would
be unable to write editorials in
an advisory capacity after the
new editors took office following Easter as had been the
practice in the past. The editors
were told to accept or resign.
Again they agreed.
Fr. Charles McCarragher,
CSC, Notre Dame vice president for student affairs, announced to the press that the
editors had resigned. Following
this announcement, the Scholastic staff met in the evening and
all but three members decided
that they had no recourse but to
resign. Fr. Hoffman immediately
(Continued

on page 8)
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Administration Woes
Hit Portland State

New Discussion Group:

Intense unrest and dissatisfaction on the Portland State College campus finally erupted in a number of resignations and petitions recently. Students in the ASPSC and members of the PSC
administration strongly disliked the policy of Dean Charming
Briggs regarding student activities and made it official by re- busy to give them
honest and
signing their positions.
useful support, but insist upon
THE MEMBERS of the ad- being nursemaids."
ministration who resigned were
ALSO, A STUDENT petition
M. Tucker Keiser, director of
student affairs; Nelson Pareis, signed by 2,300 students exdirector of counseling, and Mrs. pressed the dissatisfaction of
Muriel Lezak, counselor. Keiser students about recent decisions
said that in view of the increas- for a higher tuition and a smalling domination of student gov- er school budget.
ernment and activities by the
The point of contention in
dean's office, he had no choice these disputes seemed to center
but to resign.
around the school's new dean
Denny West and Dave Hos- and his attitudes toward stuford, student body president and dent activities. Both Keiser and
vice president, also resigned. Pareis felt that Dean Briggs
West said that the students in- was dominating areas under
terestedin activities are not only their control. The student body
divided among themselves but officers who resigned resented
are "uneasy with an administra- encroachments by the administion and faculty who are too tration on student affairs.

met for the first time on
March 13, to consider such
questions as, "Do Ameri-

By JOHN MILLER

SPECTATOR
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A Question of American Culture
By HUGH O'DONNELL

A new discussion group

most Americans, and surely for- the speech dept. They have
eign influence cannot be ig- discussed with students the posnored. The U.S. has absorbed sible existence of something
an amazing variety of peoples. singularly American in our
But is it not possible that Amer- philosophy, political science,
ica has reaped that good and music, literature and theater.
then complemented it with her
"Why then," asks Monica,
own individuality?"
"should we Americans acquiThe next gathering will be esce to what may be just a
Monday, April 22, at 2 p.m. in cliche of European cultural suthe Loyola Hall conference periority? Perhaps we don't!
room. The discussion is open to For if an inferiority was really
any student interested in join- felt, persistent skyscrapers, a
ing the group. Members will progressive economy, Broadway
have examined beforehand musicals and jazz, and even
some American drama, and it Charlestons and Twists would
is hoped that a little research cease to assert themselves— and
and some thoughtful conversa- they haven't!" Monica further
tion will uncover some unique stated that "whatever the outcome, teachers and students
traits in our theater.

cans have an inferiority
complex? And if so, is it
justified?" According to
Monica Hill, a student participant, the group's major interest centered around the question, "Is our culture merely an
image of Europe's or have we
inherited much European
thought and then created our
own 'mind'?" During this
and following discussions, the
combined group of faculty members and students endeavored
AMONG FACULTY members
to define the basis of a culture active in the discussions are Fr.
singularly American.
Edmund Morton, S.J., dean of
"THESE ARE QUESTIONS the graduate school; Dr. Charles
that have created considerable LaCugna, head of the political
concern on campus lately," science dept.; Mr. Joseph GalMonica said. She voiced the luci, of the music dept.; Fr.
opinion that "we are aware of Thomas O'Brien, S.J., director
the august status continental cul- of the honors program, and Fr.
ture maintains in the minds of James Connors, S.J., head of

Europe

STEAK DAY

—-

Holylands

—

Hawaii

NEW LOW FARES

Every Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday
$1.00
Spencer Steak, Salad, Fries

Student Flights and Ships
Space Still Available
Guaranteed Departures

The Cottage

MA 2-7474

401 The 1411 Fourth

tity."

Cheerleader Tryouts
Break Fall Tradition
Ken Crowder, ASSU publicity director-elect, has announced
that tryouts for next year's
cheerleaders and songleaders
will be on May 16.
There will be a general meeting on May 1 for all those interested in turning out.Timeand

place will be announced in a
future edition of The Spectator.

ODYSSEY INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
Seattle's Oldest ICC Licensed and Bonded Agency

15th and E. Madison

seem confident that their efforts
can have tremendous value and
are eager to cooperate in a
search for an American iden-

Aye.

Bldg.

Social

Worker Slated

Miss Mary den Ouden, a psychiatric social worker from the

Community Psychiatric Clinic,
will speak on social work as a
career and on her experiences
in her field. This, the last of the
AWS Career Series, will be at
7:30 p.m., Tuesday, in Marycrest lounge.

Broadway Theatre
i"■■■«§i
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ROBERT MITCHUM
SHIRLEY MacLAINE

"SPLENDOR IN
THE GRASS"
NATALIE WOOD

WARREN BEATTY

STUDENT RATES with
current Student Body Card

KAUFER
CO.
TRADITIONALLY
RELIABLE SINCE 1904

CATHOLIC GIFT
AND SUPPLY
HEADQUARTERS
1904 FOURTH AYE.
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The Notre Dame Image
We wonder what the administration at Notre Dame hopes to
accomplish by its tactics in dealing with the suppression of the
editors of the Scholastic.
Notre Dame has a high-powered public relations program.
Recently there has been nationwide publicity, for example in Time
magazine, playing up Notre Dame to be a highly developed academic institution. Especially after the blowup that followed curtailment of academic freedom at Catholic University, it seems
tfiat Notre Dame would be more adept at solving differences of
internal policy with tolerance and prudence.

THE EDITORS of ihe weekly Scholastic printed an editorial

suggesting that current university policy was static and inflexible.
They further suggested that partial control of the school be taken
out of the hands of the Holy Cross Fathers and delegated to a
lay president.
The administration apparently was determined to push the
editors out of office from then on, but it was also aware of the
bad publicity that would come from firing the editors.
It has been speculated that the administration offered at first
an ultimatum of accept or resign with the hope that the editorial
staff of the Scholastic would resign. Instead, the editors accepted

the policy enforcement. Then came a second incident. Then a
third. Each time the editors agreed to administration demands.
Finally, after the last card had been dealt, the administration
tipped its hand by announcing to the press that the editors had
resigned. But the editors had not resigned. They had in essence
been fired.
AFTER THE "RESIGNATION," the university employed fear
tactics to prevent those involved from spreading the event publicly. They threatened the students with expulsion from Notre
Dame. Even the parents of one student were afraid to discuss
the matter.
Not only did the administration refuse to discuss the matter
intelligently, it has worsened the situation by stamping on the free
expression of ideas— a vital necessity in a university. Its deception compounds the evil.
The action of the Notre Dame administration is bad from
any angle. Prescinding from whether or not the editors were
right or wrong in their editorial, the underhanded suppression
employed by the university is hardly consistent with the projected
image of Notre Dame. The school received its bad publicity
anyway.
The administration at Notre Dame said it was concerned
about stopping what is "offensive to the university community."
We are amazed at what it must conceive the good of the community to be when it offers such an example of underhanded
suppression to the public. When such an image of injustice is
projected, the whole community of Catholic higher education
suffers.
THE COOPERATION OF the editors nearly foiled the plans
of the disciplinarians. Ironically, the editors' exampleof patience
and acceptance is eminently more mature than the childish ire
of the administrators which was obscured under a thin veil of
discipline.

We doubt that the students at Notre Dame University will
ever read this. But if they do, they probably wouldn't be able
to discuss it anyway.
SPECTATOR STAFF
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'In Retrospect' Expanded:

Speaker Cites German Dilemma
By JAMES NAIDEN
The dominance of the totalitarian state in the ideological
and social conscience of the
German Catholic during World
War II was not obstructed to
any significant degree by the
clergy. This is the thesis of
Dr. Gordon C. Zahn's "sociotheological" analysis, German
Catholics and Hitler's Wan
(Sheed and Ward, New York,
1962). Zahn, professor of sociology at Loyola University,
was a guest speaker here on
Wednesday evening. Zahn spoke
in explication of his book and
thus elaborated upon his thesis
that the German Catholic faced
a severe dilemma during the
Nazi reign in Germany.
Since Zahn's lecture was not
as revealing as his book, but
merely a reiteration of the main
premises, the book itself demands prior attention.
ZAHN CONTENDS that while
the bishops were not condoning
the totalitarian state, they were
swearing their allegiance to the
fatherland that is, to the principles of Yolk, Vaterland and
Heimat. In other words, it was
the duty of every German Catholic to be faithful to the fatherland. It was the fierce pride in
country, Zahn points out, that
colored the outlook. But the
German Catholic clerics— men
such as Bishop von Galen and
were
Cardinal Faulhaber
adamant in their desire to divorce the doctrine of National
Socialism from that of the
Church.
And, as Zahn took pains to
stress in his lecture, it wasGalen's "hammer-and-anvil" sermon which best articulated the
attitude of the seeminglypassive
German clergy. Galen, Bishop

—

of Muenster, delivered the sermon in July, 1941, in which he
drew this analogy: Christianity
was the anvil and Nazism was
the hammer.
"The anvil cannot and need
not strike back; it need only
stand firm and strong. If it is
tough enough and firm enough,
the anvil usually outlives the
hammer. And no matter how
forcefully the hammer may
strike, the anvil stands there
in quiet firmness and will long
continue to shape that which is
being forged anew.
."

..

THUS, IT WAS the political
philosophy of the Catholic bishops which called for the maintenance of social and political
order as "an important component of the common good that
prevailed." The dilemma of
the German Catholic in rationalizing his faith with the territorial agression, anti-Semitism
and police state was a divisive
one.
Any Catholic, then, who was
convinced in conscience that the
war— not to speak of National
Socialism itself— was unjust and
evil, faced a difficult moral
problem. As Zahn reiterated in

his lecture at Bellarmine Hall,
such an individual "would have
found himself facing the dire
consequences of his decision
with the knowledge that he could
not count on any clear expression of unequivocal support
from any recognized leader of
his church." In fact, he might
even be denied the sacraments
as the penalty for failing to perform his "Christian duly to
support the state.
Zahn has brought forth an interesting question. Both in his
talk and in the book, he constantly stressed that he was
simply bringing the facts to the
view of the public. Ostensibly,
Zahn would prefer to leave the
judgment of his findings to the
theologian or the historian. As
a sociologist, he has done well
in what he himself referred to
as "saying what had to be
said." That Zahn has done so
is to his credit— both as an articulate sociologist and as a concerned Catholic. But most important, the light he has shed
on the subject is most helpful
for illuminating the responsibility of the faithful in a time of
war— and persecution.
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Freshmen Star:

'Honor' Prints Research of
By ANN HUETTER

ature and history classes. One
by Martha Lee, entitled "St. AuThe latest issue of Honor, the ful study of Roman history durjournal published by the S.U. gustine: The Love of the Created
honors program, is an all-fresh- Universe," propounds a thesis
man issue. At the time of publi- that in a victory over his Manication, the four student contrib- chean background, Augustine
utors had been in college and in turned from the theory of the
the honors program a total of inherent evil of matter to the
Christian view that, as created
only six months.
by God, it is good.
representaThe articles are
tive of studies currently being
covered in the philosophy,literHONOR IS a collection of the

Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
C *tC^ (Author of "ILoves
of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

FILLING A WELL-NEEDED GAP
Although my son is a college freshman, I
am glad to say that
he is still not too old to climb up on my lap and have a heartto-heart talk when things are troublinghim. Myboy is enrolled
at Harvard where he is studying to be a fireman. From the
timehe wasa little tiny baby he always said he wanted to be
a fireman. Of course, my wife and I
believed that he would
eventually grow out of it, but no sir, the little chap never
wavered in his ambitionfor one minute!
Sohere he is at Harvard todaytaking courses in net holding,
mouth-to-mouth breathing, carbon tetrachloride, and Dalmatian dogs. It is a full schedule for the young man, and that,in
fact, is exactly what we talked about when last he climbed
upon my lap.
He complained thatevery bitof his timeis taken up with his
major requirements. He doesn't have so much as one hour a
week to sample any of the fascinating courses outsidehis major
—history, literature, language,science, or any of the thousand
and one things that appeal to his keen youngmind.
Iam sure that many of you find yourselves in the same
scholastic bind;you are taking so many requirements that you
can't find time for some appealingelectives. Therefore, in today's column Iwill forego levity and give you a briefsurvey in
a subject that is probably not included in your curriculum.

Experience, Charity Combine
Four In Youths' Swim Instructions

best of the weekly papers from
the freshman and sophomore
honors student-teacher tutorial
sessions. According to Fr.
Thomas O'Brien, S.J., director
of the honors program, it is a
showcase for "excellent academic writing, where the emphasis has been on research."
He pointed out that the papers
are a part of the class program,
and not merely independent research.
Selection of the four or five
papers for the magazineis made
by members of the honors faculty and a selection committee.
In Father's opinion, the magazine fills two needs. "It gives
concrete proof that students can
achieve intellectual maturity at
an early age within this (honors) program. It also gives students an encouragement and
incentive to write excellently."

*

*
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who sponsor this column, often
Cigarettes
ofMarlboro
The makers
with trepidation, are not anthropologists. They are tobacconists
good ones, Ithink and Ithink you'll think so too when you sample
their wares available wherever cigarettes are sold in all fifty

—

states.

—

—

— Spectator photo by Jerry Sheehan

APPROXIMATELY 100 col-

WATER WORK: Jim Dovenberg, (standing left) and
Pete Bauer demonstrate the method they use in giving
U.S. and officials of various swim
lessons to handicapped children.
funds and foundations receive
leges and universities in the

Honor. Fr. O'Brien mentioned

that he has had a number of
letters from persons throughout
the country praising the publication and expressing amazement that the writers are only
undergraduates.
The Ford Foundation and the
Fund for the Advancement of
Education subsidize the periodical, which has been published
for the past two years. Father
hopes to continue publishing at
the same rate of four or five
issues a year. The latest two
editions, he said, are available
in the S.U. library.

By JOHN CANNON
Jim Dovenberg and Pete

Bauer,

S.U. sophomores, are

gaininginvaluable experiencein
their field of study while performing a charitable work.
Dovenberg, from North Bend,
and Bauer, from Roseburg,Ore.,
are majoring in pre-med and

psychology and work with retarded children of King County.
Each Thursday for about three
hours they teach handicapped
children the fundamentals of
swimming and water safety at
the Aqua Dive poolin Lake City

Audience Requests
Four Organ Encores
By DARYL SPADACCINI
To the estimated 300 who attended the Richard Ellsasser organ concert Wednesday evening
in Piggot Aud., it was an evening well spent. The audience
was enraptured by an artist at
his instrument, held spellbound
by his masterful precision and

Ihave asked the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes whether I
might employ this column— normally a vehicle for innocent
merriment— to pursue this serious end. "Of course you may,
crazy kid," they replied kindlily, their grey eyes crinkling at
the corners, their manly mouths twisted in funny little grins.
If you are a Marlboro smoker— and what intelligent human
person is not?— you would expect the makers of Marlboro to
be fine men. And so they are— wonderful guys, every man-jack
of them— good, generous, understanding, wise. They are each
tipped with a pure white filter and come in soft pack or FlipTop box.
digress. We were going to take up a topic you are
But I
probably unable to cover in your busy academic life. Let us
start with the most basic topic of all— anthropology, the study
of man himself.
Man is usually defined as a tool-making animal, but Ipersonallydo not find this definition entirelysatisfactory. Man is
not the only species which makes tools. The simians, for example, make monkey wrenches.
—
Still, when you come to a really complicated tool like a
linotype, for instance— you can be fairly sure it was made by
Homosapiens— or else a very intelligenttiger. The questionone
should ask, therefore, is not who made the tool, but what did
he do with it.
For example,in a recent excavation in the Olduvai Gorge a
large assortment of hominoid fossils was found, all dating back
to the Middle Pleistocene Age. Buried with the fossils was a
number of their artifacts, the most interesting being a black
metal box which emitted a steady beeping sound. Now, of
course, zoologists will tell you that tree frogs makesuch boxes
which they employ in their mating activities (I can't go into
detail about it in this family newspaper) but the eminent anthropological team, Mr. and Mrs. Walther Sigafoos (both he
and she arenamed Walther) were convinced that this particular
box was made not by tree frogs but by Neanderthal men. To
prove their point, they switched on the box and out came
television,which,as everyoneknows, was the forerunnerof fire.
If there is anything more you need to know about anthropology, just climb up on my lap as soon as my son leaves.
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called for four encores.
Ellsasser displayed unquestionably the talent that has won
him acclaim the world over. His
technical facility and capacity,
his brilliant pedal work, his clarity, releases, phrasing and combinations all merge in outstanding measure to present this
maestro as a truly superior
musician.

THE CONCERT WAS divided
into three parts, featuring four
early compositions, three German pieces and four modern
works. They included music by
such composers as Vivaldi,
Bach, Mozart, Schumann, and
Karg-Elert and two of Ellsas-

ser's own pieces.
The relaxed, confident manner of the performer impressed
the audience, but his warm personality was most evident in the
four encores: "Bugler's Holiday," "AyeMaria" by Schubert,
"Flight of the Bumblebee' and
a pleasing contemporary arrangement o f "Londonderry
Air."

NBefC Scramble Came Ne. It

vDr

w

THE RIGHT WAY
TO KEEP TRACK OF MONEY
An NBofC Special Checking Account gives you two
ways to watch the pennies: a cancelled check and
your check stub. It's the business-like way to watch
your expenses. No minimum balance, no service
charge. Got one? Get one! Today.

§

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
Capitol Hill Office: 15th Avenue E.and E. Thomas Street

WilliamJ. Waldo, Mgr.

(J*PU|HI»U)

THE PROGRAM is sponsored
by the King County Park and
Recreation Department. The
work is carried on at two other
pools simultaneously.
When asked to name the specific illnesses of their pupils,
Dovenberg stated: "We have
children who are completely or
partially deaf, children with
cerebral palsy, children with
heart conditions and diabetes,
children with epilepsy and children who are blind.
"Don't forget the mentally retarded," Bauer added.
They said they are required
to know the illnesses of their
pupils and are able quickly to
recognize them.
THE SESSIONS continue for
eleven weeks and each class
lasts one-half hour. A class includes 20 minutes of instruction
and 10 minutesof play time.
When asked if all their students were able to swim reasonably well after eleven weeks,
they responded with a united,
"You must be kidding."
Bauer said, "It takes eleven
weeks of hard work even to get
some of these kids into the
water. But once these retarded
children overcome their fear of
water, their lessons are often
the most important events of
their lives."
THE OBJECTIVES of the program are: 1) To provide an
opportunity for pleasure,
achievement and success for the
handicapped children; 2) To offer an opportunity for personal,
physical, mental, emotional and
social growth, adjustment and
development of these children;
3) To provide an opportunity for
these children to gain in selfconfidence through successful
participation; 4) To provide for
release of physical and emotional tensions in a socially acceptable manner; 5) To provide
for group discipline experience.

in your own
tax-free carl
Savings pay for
\&r>1 part
of yourtrip

Q^

Almost every European
C^Jk
]~M£] make and model
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We handleall details
including financing,

\*f?y insurance and shipping
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Chieftain Nine Wins Sixth Game

The S.U. Chieftains won their sixth game in eight
tries Wednesday under the leadership of pitcher Jerry
Watts. Watts struck out 17 Pacific Lutheran batters in
the 4-0 shut-out. The 17
strike-outs is just one shy
ALL FOUR of the S.U. runs
of the S.U. record of 18 set came in an eighth inning rally
on two singles, a triple and a
by Maury Galbraith in 1957.
The Chieftains pounded out double by S.U. batters. Jerry
eight hits in the contest, twice Grundhofer, freshman shortstop,
as many as the four hits PLU opened up the big eighth inning
with a single.
batters managed to get.
Glen Mattison promptly doubled to put runners on both second and third. Rich Kayla
grounded out and Bob Neubauer
walked to fill the bases. Mick
McDonald singled to drive in
two of the runs and then Harry
S.U.s intramural softball pro- Lambro came to the plate drivgram will begin tomorrow, ac- ing in McDonald and Neubauer
cording to Dave Nichols, assis- with a triple to give the S.U.
team the four-run lead.
tant intramural director.
The National Saturday League
JERRY SCHATZ came
will begin the action when last
year's champs, the Rat Pack, through with two doubles in the
effort.
take on the Giants at 9 a.m. The day's
Monday, the Chiefs added the
Menehunes will then play the
Wetbacks at 11 a.m. One team, fifth win to their '63 record by
Reynolds' Raiders, will have a downing the U.W. Huskies 8-6
in 10 innings. The score was
bye this week.
tied at 5 apiece after nine innTOMORROW'S games will all ings of play in the contest which
be played at Broadway Play- began to look like a pitching
duel between S.U.s Andy Erfield.
Thursday, the American ickson and Husky Jake Kupp.
League will get under way at
The Chiefs pounded out 11
Washington Park when the Tar- base hits for the afternoon intars meet the Pioneer Squares cluding a home run by Neubauat 1 p.m. At 2 p.m., the Beaver er. Rudy D'Amico and Denny
Hunters will play the CCT's at Hodovance also pitched for the
Broadway. The Olys will have a S.U. team and Hodovance was
bye this week in the American given credit for the victory.
League.
THE TWO LOSSES for the
Chiefs' season came against an
EVERY TEAM will play ev- out-hit but not out-scored Oreery other team in their league gon State team in Corvallis Satonce and each squad will have urday. In the opening contest,
one bye. The champion teams the S.U. squad put out 11 hits
from each league will play in a and managedonly sixruns. OSU
Little World Series at the end of
the regular playing season.
The coeds will get together for
two hours of softball each Tuesday afternoon beginning next
Tuesday. The girls are requested to be in front of the gym
before 1p.m. Tuesday to obtain
MORE TRAVEL GRANTS
rides to Washington Park.
—

Softball Squads
Play Tomorrow

HOME RUN FORMIs exhibited by Chieftain clean-up hitter, Bob Neubauer, in
Monday's contest with the U.W. Neubauer hit his second homer in the season
on this swing. The Chiefs now have a 6-2
came up with eight runs and
seven hits for that game.
In the nightcap, the Beavers
drubbed the Chiefs 7-2. S.U.
again out-hit the Oregon team,
11 hits to five, but the effort
was to no avail.

record for the season. The S.U. team will
play UPS in Tacoma this afternoon, and
will play a double header with Gonzaga

—

tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at Broadway.
Spectatorphoto by Jim Haley

D'AMICO AND Watts were
the losing hurlers for the Oregon contests. To date, Hodovance has three victories on no
defeats, while Erickson is 2-0 for
the season. Watts has a 1-1 winloss record.

feubauer
lattison
iayla

fandzilak

ab
22
28

30
12

WORK in
EUROPE
1

The American Student Information Service, the only
authorized placement service for
American students seeking summer
jobs in Europe, has increased from
1500 to 2000 the number of travel
grants it will award students applying for positions in Europe.
Job openings now available in
Europe include positions at factories,
resorts, hospitals, farms, summei
camps and in offices. Applications
are received until May 31.
Interested students may writ(s
(naming your school) to Dept. H.
ASIS, 22 Aye. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, for a 20-page prospectus, a
complete job selection and application. Send 1 for the prospectus,
handling and an airmail reply.
The first 5000 inquiries receive
a 1 premium for the new student
travel book, Earn, Learn and Travel
Apr. 19, 1963

Serve God as a

HOLY CROSS BROTHER

in Teaching and related

fields
CONTACT:

BrotherGilbertBurke, CSC.
Norre Dome High School
13685 Riverside Drive
Shermon Oak*.Calif.

aBR:
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in Europe.

Go places gal— go by the book

Pour yourself a glass of vitality

r"li

tablets

If you're missing out on your share of milk, you're probably missing out on
your shareof vitality, too.For fresh, wholemilk isan excellent source of the

m

protein, calcium and riboflavin that you need every day for get-up-and-go
energy. Pour yourself a glass of vitality often— at least three times a day!

THE SAFE WAYto stay alert

Add -A- Glass -A-Milk to every meal.

without harmful stimulants

NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

iSPP^fcffW
m.

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy whiledriving,

working or studying, do as
millions do
perk up with
safe, effectiveNoDoz tablets.

ifjMs^'tt*^

...

Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.
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FREE BOOKLET! "Go Places Gal" is chock-full of straight-forward
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information on beauty and grooming, food and health, personality
anc P°P u ar 'ty- (r r y° ur free c °Py °f tn s 24-page booklet, send your
name and address to:

°

'

WASHINGTON DAIRY PRODUCTS COMMISSION
"
1107 N.E. 45th St. Seattle 5, Washington
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limelight

Grayson Ousted

...Cazzetta Waits
by Jim Haley

I

It has been a tough year, indeed, for basketball coaches.
Lightning struck close to home in February with the untimely
Vince Cazzetta.
bid for power and subsequent firing of S.U.'s
Saturday, the U.W.'s head basketball coach, John Grayson,
was fired in another "untimely" controversy. Jim Owens, U.W.
athletic director, announced that Grayson's four -year contract
would not be renewed. This time the untimeliness falls on the
shoulders of the men who hand out the contracts rather than
on the coach.
OWENS CLAIMED that it was his own decision to dismiss
the Husky coach and said that he was only acting in the best
interest of the university.
Yet, Owens admitted to Grayson that there had been some
pressure from the U.W. alumni which prompted the action.Rumors
from the school on Portage Bay indicate that some of the grads
were interested in retaining effective recruiting programs and
felt that Grayson and some of his coaching techniques would
hinder recruiting efforts.
GRAYSON COUNTERED that notion by stating that there
were only two players he failed to enroll whom he felt would be
valuable to the U.W. One of those mentioned was S.U. guard
Charlie Williams from Tacoma.
The firing was untimely because the place for coaches to find
new positions is at the national coaches' convention in Louisville.
Said convention is now past, forgotten, and won't occur again for
nearly another year. Grayson was sent to the convention without the slightest inkling that he would be jobless by the end of

Erickson Mops Up on Mound

ByMIKE McCUSKER
When the U.W. nine
reached junior Andy Erickson for two runs in the
sixth inning Monday, they
were the first scores surrendered by the S.U. southpaw in a league college
encounter.
Erickson is an import
from Yakima Valley Junior College. There, he twirled the Indians to two state J.C. baseball
titles, slinging shutout ball on
the way. Overall, Erickson was
15-2.

ANDY IS NOnewcomer to the
Chieftain campus. After graduation from Issaquah High School
in 1960, he enrolled at S.U. One
quarter later, he left for warmer
Yakima weather. "I got discouraged," he said, "and Iheard
that Yakima was a good

school."
At Issaquah,Erickson was AllKingco Conference in three
sports. He quarterbacked the Indian 11 and was a dual-digit basketball scorer. When he graduated, he ownednineletters.
Erickson's diamond doings included a nine-inning no-hitter in
which he whiffed 18 woodmen
but was defeated in the 10th. He
also batted better than .300,
enough to make any pitcher puff
with pride.
IN THE 1960 City-State game,
Andy played the outfield and
stroked a single. In the same
game, Harry Lambro won a trip
to New York as a member of
the Hearst All-Star team.
Erickson then went on to
greater glory that summer, carrying Clark Coal & Oil to the
national Connie Mack League

From Indian to Chief— Next a Tiger?
team, the Cheney Studs,

with a

fromhis limb. Admittedly, some
of the steam was stolen from his
fast ball, but Erickson figures
that $8,000 is a sensible asking

23-2 twirling tally.
"O'Brien taught me the slider
my first year with Cheney,"
school
year.
the
price.
Erickson says. "It gave me a
MEANWHILE, VINCE CAZZETTA is sitting at home waiting
fourth pitch."
First an Indian and now a
Chief, Andy could become a
for "the right" jobopportunity to pop up. Cazzetta said that some
brought
THE SLIDER also
eight or 10 business men have contacted him about jobs in the
Tiger.
him mound misery the following
local business world. He is still looking for a coaching job, howspring at Yakima. "I pulled a
ever, and nothing has come up that will satisfy his stiff requireligament in my elbow. It still
ments of a good position, a good school and a good community. crown.
me; Ican't straighten
Three 2A's, 4 -Misfits, 0;
About the vacancy left by Grayson's dismissal, Cazzetta said, With the Chieftains, Erickson bothers
my
arm
out the day after I
BWOC's, 4-Studs, 0; Checkdate,
has
a
2-0
certainly
they
slate to
both
would sit down and talk to U.W. officials if
"I
mates, 3 -Second Halves, 1;
approached me. Isat down with the businessmen to see what blankouts. An infield singlekept pitch."
Andy, who has been approachUntouchables, 3-Ke Alliis,1;
they would offer, and Iwould do the same for the U.W." In the him from a no-hit openeragainst
ed by half the major-league
B-Balls, 3-Caps, 1.
long run, though, it seems unlikely that anyone is going to ask Western Washington College.
The past two summers, Erick- clubs, must wait for a verdict
the former Head Chief to be the Lead Husky on the U.W. basketball team.
son has topped O'Brien's local
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Good Haircuts
At Popular Prices

Did you want to give Graduation
Portraits, but kept putting it off?
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On Broadway off Olive Way

7th and Madison

EA 4-6050
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Barber Shop

MOTOR WORK
BODY WORK
BRAKES
PAINTING
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

1130 Broadway
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save me ' mone Vi worry
give a Portrait that will

express your love for years.

Just Call Your Portrait Artist—

k

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

MASTER CLEANERS

KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty
1209 MADISON
MAin 4-6636

WELCOME S.U. BOWLERS

—

RAINIER "60" LANES
—
Friendliest In The West
Snack Bar
Ample Parking
OPEN 24 HOURS

MAin 4-5535
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1426 sth Avene

Max's Pro Shop
Complete Line of Bowling Equipment
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2901 27th So.
PA 2-0900
'/2 Block South of Ball Park
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Magazine Editors
Muzzled at N.D.
(Continued

from Page 1)
announced that-he had appoint-
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Smoke Signals

WANT ADS
THESIS, term papers, manuscript typing. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-

Today
Meetings

Meetings

Alpha Kappa Psi and members

-2423.

social, 7:30-10 p.m., Bellarmine
patio, sponsored by Bellarmine
Hall council in cooperation with
Marian and Xavier. Open to all.

Chemistry Club, 7:30 p.m., Bar-

man 507. Movie and refreshments.

Alpha Kappa Psi active-pledge
ed a new editor, a former
of Dr. Clevinger's merchandising meeting, 8 p.m., P 302. Mr. BamFord,
VB,
FOR
SALE:
1956
4
dr.
2
p.m.,
member
who
class
will
meet
at
BellarScholastic staff
mert to speak.
mine Hall lobby, with personnel
had been removed by the edi- sedan. $400. EA 5-7086.
Tuesday
Marche.
tors earlier in the year for fail- FOR SALE: Skis, 6-3; men's directors of the Bon
Meetings
ure to fulfill his duties in a paid
boots, size Sl
/2, bindings includActivities
Pershing Rifles, 6:30 p.m., Buhr
position.
ed. Excellent condition. $35. MA
Pizza Prance, sponsored by Hall.
3-2295 evenings.
The ex-editors were informed
I.X.'s, 9 p.m.-12:30 a.m., BellarYoung Democrats, 7:30 p.m,
that if there were any demon- FOR RENT: 2 Bedroom Duplex, mine Hall. Music by local d.j., Chieftain lounge, election of ofCapitol Hill. $95 plus utilities. pizza served. Admission 75 cents ficers.
strations or if material about
Available April 25. Call evenings stag and $1.25 drag.
the controversy appeared under
Lambda Chi Theta, 8 p.m., PigEM 2-2342.
ott Bldg.
the names of the editors, they
Reminder
would be expelled from Notre TWO BEDROOMS with bath, $35. Tomorrow
S.U. Yacht Club sailing party
Near Cornish School. EX 2-3470
Dame. A Loyola News source
A Phi O book sale payments,
noon, leaving Bellarmine hall
at
or EX 2-3637.
later told The Spectator that the
at 11 a.m. Lessons will be given. 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m., A Phi O office.
editors had been ordered to re- FOR RENT: Large bedroom at Informal races scheduled.
Wednesday
Art gallery; kitchen privileges.
turn to their homes, some of
Printemps,"
MUN
de
Activities
"Soiree
Art student preferred. 4812 Auwhich were in Chicago, over
9:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m., 919 Harvard
Alpha Kappa Psi tour of Kaiser
Aye.
rora
ME
3-3642.
N.,
the weekend to avoid any flare
E.
Gypsum Corp., meeting in front
VOLUMES of Summa,
up at Notre Dame. The univer- THREE
of BellarmineHall at 1p.m.
new,
never
$25.
Brand
been Sunday
sity then called the parents of
Bellarmine Hall's springtime
p.m. EA 3-0514.
used.
After
6
they
the students to insure that
Activities
had complied with the directive.
Ski Club trip to White Pass,

THE NEXT DAY, according
to the Loyola News, petitions
from students and faculty circulated in protest. Signing the
student petition were 1,500 students. A Loyola source also
told The Spectator that there
was not much chance that recommendations by the ex-editors for two publications, one
exclusively for campus circulation with post-publication censorship only, would be accepted
by Notre Dame. It was also
added that disciplinary action
would probably not be taken
against the editors in order to
avoid more adverse publicity,
but some students who participated in a campus demonstration which occurred under the
pretext of the Scholastic issue
might be punished.
An anonymous source at Notre
Dame indicated that the exact
policy concerning the Scholastic's future operations was not
clear. The magazine will continue to publish for the time being under the new restrictions.

TOUR FILMS

Free films on France and
Great Britain will be shown at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday in P 305 for
those interested in the S.U.
European Tour.

PHARMACY
Odin Thorstenson
Owner

1000 Madison St.
MA 3-2707
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|Student-Faculty )
1 Discounts Heap \
X^fine news for
(
smart Buck*

J

Sheraton's 61hotels in theU.S.A.,
Hawaii and Canada by presenting
a Sheraton Card. To get a
Sheraton I.D. Card or Faculty
Guest Card with credit privileges,write us. Please state where
youare a full timefaculty member
or student.
Mr. Patrick Green

fek^ffil

Vili

College Relations Dept.
Sheraton Corporation
470 Atlantic Avenue

.

CENTRAL

BALLARD
1701 Market Sfr.-et
SU 4-0700

A Phi O book sale payments,
10 a.m.-2: 30 p.m., A Phi O office.

BURIEN
S.W. 144th ft Ambaum Way
CHerry 3-8998

.

MElrese 3-3710

UNIVERSITY

130T East 45th

'OueStion."
It'S the easy new Way for Students tO
"CraZY
x
make IOOt. Study the examples belOW; then dO yOUr OWn.
and CIaSS,
Send them With yOUr name, addreSS, COllege
,~ »T w
~.rWinning
tO GET LUCKY, BOX 64F, Mt. VemOn 10, N. Y. i.iWinning
entries
SUbentries Will be awarded $25.00.
,
,
mitted On the inSlde Of a LUCKy Strike Wrapper Will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter asoften as you like. Start right now!

.

..

r,

-

"

-

J

oonneiiey Corp. win judge entries on the basis of
humor (up to '/a), clarity and freshness (up to Vi), and appropriateness (up
to i/3), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
ln tne event of ties Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 50 awards
every mOnth, October through April. Entries received during each month
wi be considered for that month's awards. Any entry received after April
30. 1963. will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except emP'°y«s of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.

RULES: The Reuben H
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stay.

Qenerous group rates arranged
for teams, clubs andother C>~V
college groups on the move.O*yJ>
Get these discounts at any of

$1.00 to Stanley Assoes.,
Box 2144. Phila. 3, Pa.

32$ 4th & Pike Bldg.
MAIn 2-7458

Reminder

First, think of an answer. Any
" answer.Then come up with
j
a nutty, Surprising question for It, and yOUiYe done
a

t^ . /*"
JF
members^'

—

Send now for list of 1,000
summer employers
Camps, hotels, U. S.,
Canada, Mexico.

"Guild Opticians"

Monday

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW:

I*

Students, faculty
'
"<
and other
of college tribe get
plenty good service at plenty low
rates. All because Sheraton's special rates helprßuck travel very
long way. If you're hunting for
travel bargains
you'll find
SheratonHotels the best place to

'

Summer Jobs

Get Lucky
Flay Crazy Questions"
—~

«» If Sheraton

leave Chieftain at 7:30 a.m. See
bulletin board outside Room 123
for details. Anyone with car,
please sign up on bulletinboard.
Hiyu Coolee hike, to Heather
Lake, leaves north end of L.A.
Bldg. at 8:30 a.m.
CCD exceptional child commitmittee Easter party for children,
2-4 p.m., Xavier lounge followed
by egghunt at Broadway park.

THORSTENSON'S

Reminder
A Phi O book sale payments,
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m., A Phi O office.

I
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THE ANSWER IS:

«$
Get Lucky
...
nm/gSJ|
the taste tostart with the tasteto stay
—

/ \^
/c /^TTT

THE QUESTION IS: WHAT IS TEG YKCUL SPELLED BACKWARDS? Any wayyou
look at it, Lucky Strike spells pleasure big smoking pleasure. The reason: Fine
a i,.r,.,..,. £
tobacco taste. The result: Luckies are the most popular regular-size cigarette L.-1—
V
among college students. So get with your peer group. Get Lucky!
(
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